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The Toro Gazette

Matthew C. Beata, Director

FROM THE 
DIRECTOR’S DESK

Puzzles and Pandemics
Looking back on this past semester I am 

reminded of our family cat when I was 

growing up.  Choo Choo, as he was named, 

had a mischievous streak and a knack for 

getting into places where he didn’t belong... 

usually when no one was looking.  When I 

was around 8 years old, my brother, mother, 

and I went through a jigsaw puzzle phase.  

We would spend hours in the living room, 

studying the picture on the box, manipulating 

pieces, celebrating when we got on a roll and 

completed a patch, and aiming for that sense 

of satisfaction you get when everything 

finally fits together perfectly.  At night when 

we were in bed Choo Choo, oblivious to 

our efforts, would descend on the living 

room table laying waste to our work.  In the 

morning we would literally have to pick up 

the pieces and start over.

In some ways running school during the 

COVID-19 pandemic is like that jigsaw 

puzzle experience. Students, teachers, 

administrators, and entire families worked out 

new routines and procedures, only to have to 

piece them back together after a change in 

the sanitary protocols or school schedules.

Sofia U. - 

Mixed Media 

Drawing
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To be clear, we are extremely fortunate to 

have had in-person classes for the entire 

semester and to have the entire school on 

campus simultaneously. The vast majority of 

learning in both divisions has been in person. 

To my knowledge, UAS and the school 

in Curacao are the only two international 

schools in the Western Hemisphere that have 

been in-person the whole semester.

Nonetheless, there is no denying that 

this has been a challenging semester. We 

began the school year re-inventing how to 

make school work. The most basic school 

procedures were suddenly open questions: 

How will students and staff enter the 

building? How do students move between 

classes? How do students eat lunch while 

maintaining the required distance? What 

is the best way to configure the classroom 

space?  

Teachers had to adapt their instructional 

strategies. How do you have group projects 

and promote collaboration or teach a drama 

class when students have to remain 1.5 

meters apart?  Students had to adjust to 

wearing masks for the entire school day and 

figure out which classes were in person, 

which were online, and which were partially 

in-person and partially online. Parents had 

to work out drop-off and pick-up schedules. 

Many families came to campus four times a 

day and some six times!

Each time the schedule changed everyone 

had to reconstruct their puzzle. We changed 

from noon dismissal to 2 PM dismissal to 

3:30 PM dismissal . . . but only for Elementary 

School.  Then we added lunch at school. 

Then we added a limited number of 

afterschool activities. More puzzle rebuilds. 

Flexibility was the word of the semester.

This edition of The Toro Gazette looks at 

ways we reinvented the old and ordinary 

while continuing to inject the new and 

innovative during this COVID-19 semester.  

Elementary Principal Vicky Placeres details 

some of the logistical changes made in 

Elementary School to help students adjust 

to school under the sanitary protocols. 

Secondary Principal Ron Sisson explains 

how modifications to teaching and learning 

during last semester’s distance learning 

translated back into the in-person classroom. 

Next, we speak with two students who 

joined our newly formed UAS Math teams 

and competed in an international math 

tournament.  We close with conversations 

with our “super receptionist” Helene Soler 

and former teacher and UAS alumni María 

Cohrs.

Eventually, my family moved our jigsaw 

puzzle work into the den, which had a 

door that could be closed at night to keep 

Choo Choo out. Hopefully, the COVID-19 

vaccines just starting to be administered 

in some countries will finally shut the virus 

out. Hopefully, in the near future, we will 

move beyond this experience, just as my 

brother and I eventually moved on from 

jigsaw puzzles. Until then, we will remain 

vigilant and re-do the jigsaw puzzle of school 

as often as necessary to ensure that our 

students continue their learning safely during 

these odd times.

Kind regards,
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On August 3, our teachers, staff, 

administrators, and maintenance crew 

welcomed back our students for a school 

year like any other. People were excited 

about reuniting face-to-face with students 

after finishing last school year with three 

months of distance learning.  Yet, there was 

also apprehension.  What would school 

be like with everyone wearing face masks, 

keeping physical distance, and using hand 

sanitizer?  Nobody had “done school” like 

this before.

During our three teacher training days, we 

sought ways to establish strong bonds 

with students to make them feel safe and 

comfortable returning to school.  A sense 

of safety and comfort are prerequisites for 

student learning.  We quickly realized that 

if everyone would be wearing masks, it 

would be disconcerting to a student to never 

see their teacher’s entire face, especially 

if they had never met the teacher before. 

So the first thing we created was a bulletin 

board with portraits of all of our Elementary 

teachers, unmasked and smiling.

To ensure that students were prepared for 

the new protocols, teachers arranged live 

Google Meet sessions the day before school 

began.  After introducing themselves without 

a mask, teachers explained and showed the 

screening process for entering school and 

discussed how the masks would be used.  

They also conducted a virtual tour of the 

classroom, displaying the configuration of 

the desks and the location of hand sanitizers.  

The whole process was designed to reduce 

students’ anxiety about returning to school.  

RE-INVENTING THE 
WHEEL

The  Elementary School Journey

M. Victoria Placeres | Elementary School Principal
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Everything was ready for our first day of school. As students arrived on the first morning, the 

music from the popular film Trolls played over the loudspeaker in the Elementary School hallway. 

We were relieved and excited to see their smiles under the face masks!  The year was off to a 

good start.

During the first weeks of, we continued to help students adapt to the new procedures. Our 

Counselor Ms. Marisa Cao led class lessons to help students recognize others’ emotions under 

the face masks and to identify body language cues as they communicated with peers and 

teachers. Building new communication skills was crucial to navigate this “new normal.” 

As the semester progressed, teachers began to find new ways to deliver instruction while 

respecting the sanitary protocols. The student tables in classrooms, designed to facilitate 

collaboration and group work, had been replaced with individual desks arranged in rows.  

Teachers discovered that they could still utilize group work by rearranging the class set up  or 

by having some students work in the hallway or, weather permitting, by moving the entire class 

outside. Many Physical Education, Music, Art, and Second Step classes took place outdoors. 
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One of our objectives under the sanitary 

protocols was to limit the movement of 

students around the building.  So rather 

than have students travel to the library, our 

librarians came to the Elementary classrooms 

to deliver their weekly Library skills classes 

and read alouds. They designed a thorough 

book check-out process that included a 

careful quarantine for returned books. 

Ultimately, we reframed the Elementary 

School ś logistics to provide our students 

with the best learning environment given the 

circumstances. 

We are now concluding a unique semester 

in which the Elementary School schedule 

changed three times to be able to teach 

in-person classes for the entire school 

day. Each of these changes required 

modifications to teacher schedules, recess 

times, and sometimes student schedules.  

Each change required coordination with 

Secondary School to make sure there were 

no conflicts in teachers’ schedules, cleaning 

and disinfection schedules, or in the use of 

classrooms and recess space.

It is usually not advisable to re-invent the 

wheel.  But the fact is that is what was 

required this semester.  With the creativity 

and commitment of teachers and staff and 

the adaptability and determination of the 

students, who were the inspiration that 

kept us going each day, we were able to 

complete a full semester of quality learning 

while ensuring everyone remained safe and 

healthy!
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While preparing to write this newest article 

for the Gazette, I thought it would be good 

to go back to reflect on my article from the 

June issue.  As I read the last paragraph of 

that article, I had to smile. It ended with, “... 

I have heard people say they are excited 

for school to be back to normal. I, for one, 

hope it doesn’t. I hope it gets back to new 

and improved.” 

Sitting here in December, and reviewing 

all that has happened at UAS in the 

world of teaching and learning, I can say, 

without a doubt, we have come back 

new and improved. The shift to distance 

learning forced the teachers to reflect on, 

and modify their professional practice. 

They had to. Their home became their 

classroom. Faces of students became 2D 

objects that had internet problems, camera 

issues and simply lacked the personal 

connections of face-to-face learning. Our 

staff rolled up their sleeves and re-thought 

engagement. How do you keep the 

attention of students when teaching this 

way?

Teachers modified their teaching skills to 

engage with more multimedia. They drew 

from web-based resources and became 

creative in their teaching. Simultaneously, 

the global education scene exploded with 

rich, captivating resources that teachers 

learned to incorporate seamlessly. Many of 

our students became re-engaged during 

their distance learning experience and 

teachers deepened their toolkits.  

Fast-forward to the present. I have had the 

opportunity to watch these same resources 

and experiences continue with our face-

to-face learning. Teachers are leveraging 

a vast bank of supplemental materials to 

support learning and explain concepts 

in new and unique ways. On top of that, 

we have watched students leverage 

these same tools to reinforce their own 

learning and raise the level of classroom 

presentations to their peers.  

THE NEW NORMAL. 
IT’S PRETTY COOL!

Ron Sisson | Secondary School Principal
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While substitute teaching in a science class recently, I 

was able to work with a group of students learning about 

collision theory in chemical reactions. It’s not an easy 

concept to visualize; yet, the teacher used a great set of 

online resources to supplement the teaching and help kids 

to understand the concept.  However, the best part was 

when students then began to use the same tools to dive 

deeper into the concept and discuss their differing opinions 

about more complex reactions.

Imagine a classroom where students are taking command 

of their own learning and presenting what they know in 

new and unique ways. Picture a learning space where 

the teacher spends more time coaching students along, 

feeding their curiosity, and guiding them to seek answers. 

Of course this happened before, but there has been a 

distinct shift in student ownership of their own learning. 

In English classes we see students spending more time 

creating and using organizers for their thinking.  Students 

in the sciences have genuinely engaged in a vast world of 

online models and short explanation videos to reinforce 

and reteach concepts. And it goes on and on.  It has been 

a pleasure to watch our students question, hypothesize, 

and explain, then develop the diverse communication skills 

to explain and model what they know.

Collaboration.  Merriam-Webster defines collaboration as: 

“to work jointly with others or together, especially in an 

intellectual endeavor.”  Of course, collaboration existed in 

our classrooms pre-pandemic. Early on in my time here, I 

noticed how adept our students were at working with each 

other, but this semester has seen a shift.  

Maisa - 

Styrofoam

Monoprint
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The level of dialog has increased and our students are even 

more effective at sharing their work and their thinking. This week 

I had the opportunity to proctor final presentations in our 10th 

grade Uruguayan Program classes.  It was obvious the students 

had worked together to develop seamless team presentations.  

The products were of high quality, the presentations and 

speaking polished, and the students’ confidence as they worked 

together was apparent. It really was impressive.

Sure, there have been struggles this semester. We navigated 

multiple schedule changes and still have one foot in daily 

virtual learning. Physical distancing and masking have become 

somewhat of a burden. But even through that, I have been able 

to watch our students grow into young adults who have learned 

to be flexible. They continuously adapt and take a change in 

stride. This is the exact sense of resilience and openness to new 

things that we want to see in our adult colleagues.  In short, our 

global situation, difficult as it has been, has helped instill some 

amazing qualities in our students and staff in a very short time.
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BEATA: Tell me about how you even got 
involved with the Math Team?

LUCA: In February Miss Orrico introduced us to Mr. López, 

who proposed to us the idea of a Math Club. Some of us 

liked that idea and joined. Then Mr. López mentioned the 

idea of this Mateclubes competition. It was initially me and 

Avinash on the team. We thought, “This is a new thing to do. 

Let’s try this out.” But we still needed one more member. 

We told Sebastián about the competition, and he really liked 

the idea, so we decided to form a team together. 

EMILIA: We were participating in the Math Club after school. 

I was not planning on joining, but then my friends Taijia 

and Ariane needed a  third member. They asked me to join 

them. I said, “Sure,” thinking it sounds like something fun, 

plus I like group competitions.

MATH
ROCKS!

Math Teams Make Impressive Debut
This semester UAS students stepped into the world of team math competitions.  
Under the tutelage of Secondary Math teacher Matías López, a group of avid 
“mathletes” formed a Math Club that met weekly to calculate and problem solve.

In October and November, UAS entered five teams in “Mateclubes,” an annual 
competition organized by the Argentinian Math Olympiad Foundation.  Despite the 
COVID-19 pandemic, 1,457 teams--most from Argentina and a few from Uruguay 
and Peru-- participated.  All of our UAS teams performed well.  However, the two 
8th grade teams--“Feed Me Pie” (Taijia Liang, Emilia Sánchez-Decotto, and Ariane 
Arze) and “Los Dementes” (Luca Taccone, Avinash Hintze, and Sebastian Dallo) 
were standouts. 

Luca and Emilia spoke with Mr. Beata via video conference about the origins 
of their teams, their preparation and strategy for the competition, and their 
phenomenal results.
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BEATA: How do you actually prepare for a Math competition?

EMILIA: Our Math Club advisor Mr. López would give us practice problems similar to the 

problems that we would see in the competition. We also practiced solving word problems.  

There was not a specific way to prepare for the competition other than just practicing 

problem-solving. 

LUCA: For practice, we would take problems from previous competitions from 2016 and 

2017 according to the round we were in.  We didn’t prepare too much for the early rounds, 

but for the final round, the problems were pretty hard. So if we did not finish the practice 

problems during Math Club, we would continue to work on them at home or at the end of 

Math class.

BEATA: Most people probably have never 
participated in, or even seen, a  Math 
competition.  Explain how the event works.

EMILIA: So there were four rounds in total in the competition. 

The first three were virtual and the last one in person at the 

German school. Each team gets three problems to solve as 

a group in two hours. Depending on the problem, you can 

sometimes use calculators.

BEATA: Did your teams have a plan for solving 
the problems?

EMILIA: Well, my team organized this way. So we would work on 

a problem for 40 minutes. We divided the problem into different 

parts. We would say, “I’ll figure out this part. You figure out that 

part and you figure out that part.” If it was an easier problem, 

sometimes we finished it in less time. If it was harder, we would 

just stop and continue with the next problem after 40 minutes.

LUCA: I proposed a different strategy for our team because I 

thought our members’ individual skill level was pretty high. I 

proposed, and my team agreed, that each of us would work 

on a problem alone and then check the solution with the other 

two. So, say, if I finished early, then I would help the other two. 

Or if I was struggling with my problem, I work with a teammate 

on their problem, and then the whole team would go back to 

my problem. Five minutes before the competition started, we 

reviewed the problems and decided who would work on each 

one.
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BEATA: Interesting. Then the competition is not just about strong 
math skills but also the ability to strategize and collaborate.  In the 
end, how did your teams do in “MateClubes”?

EMILIA: We received an honorable mention for the quality of our work because judges 

look not only at your answer but also your explanations. (Laughing). It was quite surprising 

because we were just doing it to have fun. But it was nice for us to get recognized.

LUCA: We won first place in our division of 271 teams. There were, I believe, 4 or 5 first-

place awards in the whole competition for different divisions, but we had the highest first-

place score in any division. We were also the only first-place team from Uruguay and the 

only team that got a perfect score in the final round.

BEATA: Those are impressive results!  Congratulations to you and 
your teammates and Mr. López.  Is there anything that you would like 
to add about the Math competition experience?

EMILIA: It was a nice experience, and I would really like to participate in competitions like 

this again. Especially in the group ones because it’s really fun, and it’s a great bonding 

experience.

LUCA: If someone enjoys Math at some level I recommend that they join for two reasons. 

First, if you do well it is a great feeling to experience, and you may win a prize. (Even though 

this year, we didn’t get a prize because of the pandemic.) Second, you get to meet new 

people.  When we went to the German School, we met a lot of other students and teachers 

that asked about our school because there had never been a UAS team in the tournament. I 

think it’s overall a good experience.
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In many ways, our receptionist 
Helene Soler is the “face of UAS.”  
She’s often the first person you 
see when you enter the building.  
She is the friendly voice answering 
the phone when you call. She is 
the one who delivers the forgotten 
lunch, locates misplaced items, 
and passes along messages to 
your child. Nowadays, she is also 
our health screener extraordinaire, 
conscientiously checking students, 
teachers, staff, and visitors as they 
enter the building.

But who is the person behind the 
face?  In this conversation, Ms. 
Soler talks about her life before 
UAS, how she arrived at the 
school, and her connection to the 
community.

Tell us about your life before UAS. Where are you from? How long 
have you been here in Uruguay and what brought you to our country?  

As you all know, I’m a South African born and bred. I studied to be a librarian but after 

college, I was offered a post at Foreign Affairs as a Foreign Assistant which meant that 

I could apply for overseas postings. In short, I did the encryption and decryption of Top 

Secret messages to and from our Head Office which is situated in Pretoria, South Africa. 

It was while I was posted in Uruguay in 1984 that I met my Uruguayan husband.  After 

Uruguay, I was posted to Paraguay and after three years in Paraguay, we got married and 

had three children whom we chose to raise in South Africa. Crime and violence made us 

reconsider our decision, and we started looking for safer options for our family. That is why 

we came back to Uruguay.

STAFF SPOTLIGHT:  
HELENE SOLER
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When did you apply for a job at 
UAS and for what position?  

In 2010 I was told by a parent of the school  

that there was a post as receptionist 

available at UAS, and although I never 

worked as a receptionist, I was very 

grateful to be considered for the position 

at UAS.

You have been working at UAS 
for 10 years now. How has your 
work changed throughout the 
years?  

There were no major changes at school 

or with my work until 2020. Due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, we were forced to 

work from home. When we could go back 

to school, everything we took for granted, 

like socializing and interacting with 

students, parents, and colleagues, was 

restricted and social distancing became 

the new normal. Not having parents and 

students gathering at reception is still one 

of the biggest changes I encountered. Now 

I miss the hectic exit times. Screening of 

staff, students, parents, and visitors to UAS 

is the new normal and one of the biggest 

changes to my daily work routine.

What do you like most about 
your job?  

Without a doubt, interacting with parents, 

students, and visitors. I would like to 

believe that we have a relationship built on 

trust and mutual respect.

What do you think is the most 
important part of your job?

The peace of mind which I can give 

parents that their children are cared 

for and that they can reach out to me 

under any circumstances. This relates 

to being the link between students and 

their parents - passing on everything 

from forgotten lunchboxes, laptops 

and homework to the students as well 

as relaying messages from parents to 

teachers and bus drivers regarding change 

of after-school activities and playdates. 

Listening and helping parents and students 

alike by putting them in contact with a staff 

member who can assist them.

Children and parents show their 
love and appreciation to you 
in many ways, what are some 
that have been particularly 
surprising?  

I love being part of the close-knit UAS 

community and am spoiled daily in so 

many ways. Receiving one of the first 

Jasmine flowers blooming, for example, is 

priceless. The outpouring of condolences 

and the presence of staff and parents at 

my husband Antonio’s wake earlier this 

year touched me profoundly and was 

overwhelming, something my children and 

I will never forget.  I feel very, very blessed 

to be part of the UAS community.
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Maria Cohrs attended UAS for five years in the late 1960s and 
early 70s.  At that time was a much smaller school, located 
on Bulevar Artigas with a high school annex building on Calle 
Ramón Fernández.  

After graduating in 1972, María completed the Teachers 
Training Course at Alianza Uruguay Estados Unidos.  She 
eventually returned to work at UAS for more than 30 years, 
starting as a secretary, then as a teacher’s aide, and finally 
as a teacher of English as a Second Language, Spanish as a 
Second Language, and Reading.

In a conversation with Gulnor Saratbekova, María describes 
attending and working at  UAS in a different era.

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT: 
MARÍA COHRS

María Cohrs 

at UAS

What was it like to be a student at 
UAS in those days?

I attended UAS from 1967 to 1972.  Being a 

student at UAS was a unique experience that I 

cherish to this day. First of all, it provided a special 

opportunity to learn English through immersion.  

When I entered UAS in 7th grade, I had practically 

no knowledge of the language, and in about 6 

months I was just another “gringa.” We were a 

small group in middle school and high school, so 

we made friends with students in other grades. 

Teachers were always available and willing to help 

out if we had questions outside of class.  What I 

remember most is that students and teachers were 

very close. There were 4 or 5 students per grade, 

and the classes were highly individualized.
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Do you recall any interesting 
experiences or people even to this 
day? 

I remember that when I was a junior I had 

the opportunity to go on an exchange 

program that the school director Dos 

Johnson organized.  I went to live with a 

family in Denver, Colorado, and their son 

came to live with my parents for 6 months.  

That was a fascinating experience for me; 

there I had my first computer class, I had 

never seen a computer before! 

Do you think that UAS prepared 
you for life beyond school?

Yes. UAS made me appreciate and learn 

about other cultures.  It opened up my 

mind and gave me confidence.

Tell us about your time teaching 
at UAS.

The school provided me with many 

opportunities for professional 

development.  I  traveled to attend 

conferences in Chile, Paraguay, Argentina, 

and Brazil. In 1996 I also went to study 

in Gainesville, Florida during our winter 

break. Being a teacher at UAS was 

enriching not only on the academic level 

but also on the social level. I worked with 

and made friends with a number of people 

that I treasure and keep in touch with to 

this day.

Are you still in touch with 
classmates or anyone from UAS? 

Thanks to Facebook I got back in touch 

with several students from my time.  

There have been some UAS reunions in 

the States. I remember attending one in 

Washington D.C. in 2004.  Two years ago 

a classmate Murray Smith came to visit 

with his wife, 40-something years after 

he had left Montevideo. We got together 

with other students, Joyce Buller, who lives 

in Uruguay, and Kate Johnson, who was 

visiting Uruguay with her husband.

 

I also keep in touch with some of my 

students; I saw many of them at the 

reunion that took place last summer in 

Punta del Este. I hope we have more of 

those. It’s great to stay in touch and see 

them now as grown-ups!

UAS will live in my heart forever!!

Alumni Reunion, Punta del Este, Uruguay, January 2020 - Colette Casal, Gulnor Saratbekova, María Cohrs, and Susana Gulla.



THANKS 
FOR
GIVING!

We would like to acknowledge 

the generous donations we 

received this semester from two 

UAS families.

If your child ever lost, broke or 

simply forgot their mask and 

received one from the school, 

then you have the Liang-Wang 

family to thank!  At the beginning 

of the semester, they donated 

an entire case of blue/white 

surgical face masks.  The supply 

lasted the entire semester and 

was used by students, teachers, 

staff, administrators, parents 

and visitors.  Thank you to the 

Liang-Wang family for helping us 

attend to the health of the UAS 

community.

Behold, for I come from a city besieged by looming 

giants!

I have walked through the stateliest of lands and barren 

fields,

All sights that yet remain to be held by others!

I am the descendant of Esteban Arze, the liberator and 

commander who fought for the freedom of my country.

‘Twas my mother that birthed me in the halcyon days of 

yore,

And my father that gifted me with eyes that do not fail 

to see those consigned to oblivion.

Compassion I have availed from the countless tales I 

have encountered,

And praised I have been for my diligence.

I seek knowledge wherever I go,

And in my possession, I hold the ability to build grand 

empires with mere words.

My loyalty lies in those who linger by my side,

When heaven’s candle ceased to burn.

I am Ariane Arze

And it is now my wyrd to embark on a journey set for 

an effulgent future, aiding souls that have been blinded.

HERO BOAST
Ariana Arze, Grade 8 student | Poem written as part of “Beowulf” unit

Taijia -

Chalk Pastel 

Ms Art

In September the Andreis-Zaffari family donated a simply spectacular Breitkopf & Haertel grand 

piano.  The piano is well over one hundred years old and one of, if not, the first European piano 

imported into southern Brazil.  The instrument is proudly exhibited in the Auditorium.  During this 

semester it has been played by students and teachers during breaks and after school.  We look 

forward to the post-COVID era when the piano will be incorporated into concerts, performances 

and ceremonies.  Thank you to the Andreis-Zaffari family for a gift that will benefit the entire 

community for many years to come.
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